DEVELOP YOUR LEADERSHIP SKILLS

Participate in a Leadership Development Institute

Build confidence and inspire Lions in leadership roles by hosting an Emerging Lions Leadership Institute (ELLI) or Regional Lions Leadership Institute (RLLI) in your area. All multiple districts, single districts, and undistricted provisional districts/regions/ zones may apply to receive grant funding towards an ELLI or RLLI.

AVAILABLE GRANTS

- **Up to $4,500** for multiple districts
- **Up to $1,800** for single districts†
- **Up to $750** for undistricted provisional districts/regions/ zones

*Not to exceed actual expenses incurred.
†A single district is a district that is not connected to a multiple district. For example, District 50 - Hawaii, USA, is a single district, while District 1A is a sub-district of District 1 - Illinois, USA.

APPLICATION TIMELINE

- **January**
- **May – October**
- **December**

- All multiple districts, single districts, and undistricted provisional districts/ regions/ zones are eligible to apply for funds.
- Applications will be accepted between May and October 15 annually.
- 50% of the total grant award will be sent to the local institute coordinator approximately 30 days prior to the institute.
- Final reimbursement documents must be submitted within 60 days of the completion of the institute.

Questions? Contact the Leadership Development Division at institutes@lionsclubs.org.
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO INSTITUTES?

EMERGING LIONS LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE (ELLI)

- Prepare Lions for leadership at the club level (those who have not yet served as club president)
- Special sessions only available through the ELLI
  - Change management
  - Mentoring
  - Creative thinking
- Structured 3-day learning curriculum

To learn more, review the ELLI Supplement available at: lionsclubs.org/institute-grant-program.

REGIONAL LIONS LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE (RLLI)

- Prepare Lions interested in leadership positions at the district level
- Content contains fundamental leadership topics including:
  - Public Speaking
  - Conflict Management
  - Goal Setting
- Customizable institute format (flexible 1-3-day program)

To learn more, review the RLLI Supplement available at: lionsclubs.org/institute-grant-program.

VIRTUAL RLLI

If an in-person institute is not a possibility, consider organizing a virtual RLLI.

For additional guidelines and details on the virtual RLLI, please see the Virtual Regional Lions Leadership Institute (RLLI) Process document found at lionsclubs.org/RLLI.

Questions? Contact the Leadership Development Division at institutes@lionsclubs.org.